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INCC’s Vision 

A Wales with more Wildlife in more 

places, created by a society that 

intrinsically values the natural 

world. 

 

 

INCC’s Mission 

To be the unconstrained voice that 

Welsh wildlife needs, speaking out 

and putting the needs of wildlife 

first. 

 

 

Governance 

Since April 2020, INCC has been 

governed by four Trustees:  
 

 Chairman: Dr Elizabeth Chadwick 

 Treasurer: Carys Solman 

 Secretary: Lyndsey Maiden 

 Trustee: Rose Revera 

 

Position in the Sector 

INCC was founded as a charity in 

2018 in response to the growing 

need for a truly independent nature 

conservation organisation for 

Wales. An organisation that was 

able to speak out and challenge 

Environmental Decision Makers, 

Government and Statutory Bodies 

to do more for wildlife.  

 

To remain uncompromised and 

objective, INCC will not accept 

Welsh Government or Natural 

Resources Wales funding for any of 

our activities, operations or 

governance.  

 

Objectives 

The objectives of INCC, as outlined in 

our governing document are: 

 

 To promote for the benefit of the 

public the conservation 

protection and improvement of 

the natural environment of 

Wales in such ways as the 

trustees think fit and including 

by advocacy, carrying out 

research and publishing the 

useful results thereof and 

promoting biodiversity. 

 

 To advance the education of the 

public in the conservation, 

protection and improvement of 

the natural environment of 

Wales by providing information 

and through raising awareness. 

 

Who We Are and What We Stand For 
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Campaigning 

Speaking out for wildlife through 

campaigning and challenging 

Environmental Decision Makers is 

at the core of INCC’s work.  

 

In 2019, INCC appointed one of the 

UKs leading law firms, Leigh Day 

to help make challenges and 

campaigns more robust and 

successful. Leigh Day specialise in 

Human Rights and Public Law 

cases covering wildlife, 

Environmental Protection and 

Nature Conservation. The law firm 

has a wealth of experience in 

pursuing cases aimed at improving 

the protection of habitats and 

species in the terrestrial and marine 

environments.  

 

Of particular concern to the firm is 

the proper implementation of EU 

environmental law (and domestic 

legislation transposing it) including 

the Birds and Habitats Directives 

and Directives on Environmental 

Impact Assessment (EIA) and 

Strategic Environmental 

Assessment (SEA). In addition to 

policy and regulatory compliance,  

 

Leigh Day also works on cases to 

protect threatened species from 

persecution, disturbance and 

harassment. 

 

Protecting our SSSIs  

In June 2019, INCC instructed Leigh 

Day to investigate whether NRW 

acted unlawfully by breaching a 

number of its statutory duties when 

failing to object to a development 

proposal that would have destroyed 

part of the Black Brook Pastures Site 

of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SSSIs are protected areas of land 

that represent the very best 

examples of Wales’ natural heritage.  

 

Our Work in 2019 / 2020 

 
Black Brook Pastures SSSI. 
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The SSSI in question is one of the 

last remaining fragments of species 

rich marshy grassland in Mid 

Wales.  

 

Although the case could not be 

tested in court, legal opinion 

suggested that NRW may have been 

in breach of its statutory duties 

under several pieces of legislation 

including the Wildlife and 

Countryside Act 1981 and the 

Environment (Wales) Act 2016. 

 

Legal advice also highlighted that 

NRW may have failed to consider 

and comply with relevant national 

planning policy on the management 

and protections of SSSIs. Most 

notably, NRW’s response ignored 

Planning Policy Wales guidance on 

‘the presumption against development 

likely to damage SSSIs’.  

 

If this case is typical of NRW’s 

approach toward all harmful 

developments on SSSIs, INCC 

believes that the consequences 

would be that instead of reversing 

biodiversity losses in Wales, there 

would be a very real risk of NRW 

facilitating further species and 

habitat loss over the coming years.  

 

NRW have since reviewed their 

advice to officers regarding 

potentially damaging development 

proposals on SSSIs. 

 

NRW’s Biodiversity Remit 

In August 2019, INCC launched its 

petition - calling on the National 

Assembly for Wales (NAW) to urge 

the Welsh Government (WG) to 

explicitly include ‘Biodiversity’ 

“NRW is under a duty to further 

the conservation and 

enhancement of SSSIs and to 

object to planning applications 

that would result in net damage 

to a SSSI. The failure to discharge 

this duty not only exposes SSSIs 

to inappropriate development, it 

unfairly delegates the 

responsibility for protecting these 

important areas to voluntary 

conservation bodies.” 

 

Carol Day, Solicitor with Law 

Firm Leigh Day   
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when setting their strategic remit to 

NRW for 2020 / 2021 and in future.  

 

The petition was brought to the 

attention of the NAW with the hope 

of increasing the transparency of 

WG and NRW with regard to its 

biodiversity duty. 

 

The petition closed on February 14th 

2020 and received over 1,100 

signatures from people all over 

Wales. Since the petition’s close, 

INCC continues to provide 

additional evidence to the NAW 

Petitions Committee to aid their 

decision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The petition has been met with an 

ardent rebuttal from the Minister 

for Environment, Energy and Rural 

Affairs (Lesley Griffiths AM), 

suggesting that NRW’s biodiversity 

remit is clear and that the 

organisation is delivering for 

nature.   

 

However, with wildlife in Wales 

disappearing, both in terms of 

biodiversity and biomass (Heyhow 

et al 2016), INCC believes that 

greater transparency is needed from 

Government and Statutory 

organisations so that the people of 

Wales can see exactly what is being 

done for nature conservation. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Given the right commitment, 

dedication and leadership, INCC 

believes that Wales can still have a 

chance of halting and reversing the 

tragic declines in wildlife that we 

are witnessing today - but only if 

action is taken now.    

 

Rob Parry (INCC CEO) handing over 

petition to the Petitions Committee 

Chair Janet Finch-Saunders AM and 

Petitions Committee members Michelle 

Brown (left) and Neil McEvoy (right). 
 

 
Curlew (Numenius arquata). It is very 

likely that this iconic bird of Welsh 

uplands will be extinct in Wales as a 

breeding bird by as early as the mid-

2030s (Lindley 2018). 
Photo: Mike Alexander 
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The Minister’s rebuttal to the 

petition makes reference to the 

‘tools’ (polices and documents) 

intended to deliver action for 

biodiversity. INCC believes that the 

deeper problem isn’t the strength 

(or otherwise) of the tools at hand 

but the lack of their application. In 

fact, celebrating the ‘tools’ alone 

without acknowledging the lack of 

action creates a misleading delusion 

of success regarding biodiversity 

delivery.   

 

For NRW to be more accountable to 

the people of Wales on biodiversity 

issues there needs to be specific 

detail from the organisation 

regarding its activities and far more 

transparency over its on-the-ground 

actions to deliver for biodiversity. 

Without greater detail, transparency 

and accountability over biodiversity 

actions, there is the very real risk 

that the situation for wildlife in 

Wales will continue to worsen.  

Species and Habitats 

To help speak out for wildlife and 

challenge Environmental Decision 

Makers, INCC believes it is essential 

for the organisation to undertake 

specific and targeted species and 

habitat conservation projects along 

with evidence gathering research 

and community education.   

 

Marsh Fritillary Population 

Reinforcement  

The Marsh Fritillary (Euphydryas 

aurinia) has undergone widespread 

and catastrophic declines 

throughout much of its natural 

European range and is now thought 

to be among the most threatened 

butterflies in Europe (Hula et al 2004).  

 

During 2019, INCC and partners 

submitted a license application to 

NRW for the purposes of 

undertaking a Marshy Fritillary 

population reinforcement project in 

South Wales. 

  

Part of INCC’s work is to help 

challenge the nature conservation 

sector in Wales so that new ways of 

delivering for wildlife and nature 

conservation can be found. 

Thank you to all supporters for 

signing the petition and 

speaking out for wildlife. 
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The Upper Ely landscape of 

Llantrisant and Tonyrefail, where 

the project will take place has been 

identified as one of the most 

important landscapes for Marsh 

Fritillary in Wales (Dean et al 2011). 

Despite its significance, the 

population is declining and has 

been in steady, continuous decline 

for at least 25 years and has now 

disappeared from large areas of its 

former range (Dean et al 2011). 

 

Conservation techniques such as 

population reinforcements have yet 

to be officially undertaken in Wales 

despite similar projects being 

successfully implemented in other 

parts of the UK.  

 

If granted permission from NRW, 

the reinforcement project will 

increase the size and distribution of 

the current Marsh Fritillary 

population in the Upper Ely 

landscape and improve the 

butterfly’s ability to disperse more 

widely.  

 

The project will also help to reduce 

the risk of a population collapse and 

increase the extant population’s 

genetic diversity.  

 

Adult Marsh Fritillary butterfly. 
 

Population reinforcement is 

defined as the intentional 

movement and release of an 

organism into an existing 

population of conspecifics.  

Population reinforcement aims to 

enhance population viability, for 

instance by increasing population 

size, by increasing genetic 

diversity, or by increasing the 

representation of specific 

demographic groups or stages. 

 

IUCN Species Survival 

Commission (2013)    
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Population reinforcement is not the 

answer on its own, and does not 

replace the imperative for habitat 

restoration and landscape 

connectivity. It is a complementary 

strategy which aims to secure the 

integrity of an existing population, 

enabling it to colonise other suitable 

habitat in the landscape. 

 

The full proposal and license 

application was submitted to NRW 

in November 2019 and INCC 

expects to hear a decision before the 

end of April 2020. In addition to 

safeguarding the population, INCC 

also aims to use the project as a 

means of producing evidence on the 

effectiveness of the population 

reinforcement so that future 

conservation strategies can be better 

informed. 

 

Welsh Beaver Reintroduction 

INCC has been working in 

partnership with Wildlife Trusts 

Wales - Welsh Beaver Project as part 

of their license application to NRW 

for the reintroduction of Eurasian 

Beaver (Castor fiber) to Wales. 

 

In the past few decades there have 

been over 205 Beaver reintroduction 

projects to 25 European countries. 

After the near extinction of the 

species by the late 1800’s, Beavers 

have now been returned to all 

countries within the former range – 

with the exception of Portugal and 

Wales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attempts to reintroduce Beavers 

back to Wales have been ongoing 

since 2005. Since this time a number 

of catchments in Wales have been 

identified and assessed for their 

habitat availability and potential to 

support this keystone species.  

 

Most recently, the Dyfi catchment in 

Mid Wales has been identified by 

the WBP as a potentially suitable 

 

Adult European Beaver.  
 

Photo: Allard Martinus. 
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location for a pilot beaver 

reintroduction project. 

 

To help progress the WBP 

application, INCC has undertaken a 

detailed preliminary assessment of 

the Dyfi Catchment with regard to 

its habitat suitability and potential 

to support Beavers. 

 

As with many catchments 

throughout Wales, the assessment 

(Parry 2019) identified numerous 

stretches of waterbody with 

sufficient habitat to support 

Beavers. 

 

 

Amman Valley - LINC 

Much of INCC’s on-the-ground 

nature conservation delivery has 

been undertaken in the Amman 

Valley, Carmarthenshire. 

 

The Valley has been recognised by 

INCC as a Landscape of Importance 

for Nature Conservation (LINC) 

due in part to its rich diversity of 

habitats and species. As well as its 

wildlife, the communities of the 

Amman Valley have shown a 

dedication and determined 

commitment to learn more about 

the wildlife they share their valley 

with so that more nature 

conservation action can be done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since 2018, INCC has been working 

with communities in the Amman 

Valley to bring about a greater 

awareness of the wildlife they share 

their valley with. The work has 

highlighted the ecological value of 

the landscape, and the commitment 

 
 

The Amman Valley from Tair Carn Isaf. 

As well as heathland, the valley 

supports other habitats including 

upland oak woodland, marshy 

grassland and wildflower meadows. 
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from local people toward wildlife 

and nature conservation.  

 

A key feature to the landscape area is 

the Afon Aman that runs south-

westerly through the valley and is met 

by several tributaries including the 

Cwm Garnant, Nant Pedol, Nant 

Berach, Nant Grenig to the east of the 

study area and the Nant Melyn, Nant y 

Ffin and Nant Glyncywarch to the 

west.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The wooded river corridor of the 

Afon Aman gives way to floodplain 

pastures and traditional and 

residential housing and industry 

which formed during the industrial 

revolution when the valley was 

mined for its anthracite coal. The 

land gradually rises away from the 

river to the north and south and 

consists of a mosaic of deciduous 

woodland and grassland habitats 

interspersed with housing, colliery 

spoil, conifer plantation and scrub.   

 

The western end of the Black 

Mountain range lies to the north of 

the valley, reaching an altitude of 

480m, whilst to the south of the 

valley is Mynydd y Betws, which 

rises to a maximum altitude of 

371m. The highest altitude areas of 

the valley are dominated by upland 

Oak woodland acid grassland, 

bracken and heathland. Hard 

Carboniferous Millstone Grits 

outcrops are found along the 

northern boundary within the 

Brecon Beacons National Park. 

 

INCC, working alongside 

Cwmaman Town Council, 

landowners, community groups 

 

Nant Pedol - tributary of the Afon 

Aman which supports species such as 

Salmon (Salmo salar), Dipper (Cinclus 

cinclus) and Otter (Lutra lutra). 
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and volunteers INCC has been able 

to develop and deliver several 

targeted nature conservation 

projects throughout the landscape. 

 

Pied Flycatcher Nest Box Scheme 

Throughout spring 2019, INCC, 

with support from the Brecon 

Beacons National Park and 

community volunteers was able to 

build and install 140 Pied Flycatcher 

(Ficedula hypoleuca) nest boxes in 

five woodland habitats within the 

Amman Valley.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prior to the project, no biological 

records for Pied Flycatcher existed 

for the Amman Valley despite 

suitable upland oak woodland 

habitat.  

 

Surveys and monitoring at two of 

the five woodlands within the 

project revealed a total of seven 

occupied nest boxes in 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to the ongoing commitment 

from local landowners and 

volunteers from the community, the 

project can continue to monitor the 

nest boxes and the Pied Flycatcher 

population over the coming years as 

well as make repairs to boxes and 

find new locations for more boxes. 

 

Volunteers making Pied Flycatcher 

nest boxes at the Hearth Workshop in 

Glanaman. In total 219 hours of 

volunteer time were donated to the 

project.  

 

Male Pied flycatcher from the Amman 

Valley at Cwm Berach Uchaf. 
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Kestrel Nest Box Scheme 

Following the success of the Pied 

Flycatcher nest box project, INCC 

looked at other threatened species 

that could potentially be supported 

in the valley through the efforts of 

local volunteers. One such species 

was the Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surprisingly, Kestrels appear to be 

relatively confined to coastal areas 

in Carmarthenshire with no 

confirmed cases of breeding from 

the Amman Valley in recent years.  

                                                 

This is despite a number of suitable 

grassland habitats (heathland 

marshy grassland and semi-

improved neutral grassland) for 

foraging and small woodlands and 

outbuildings for nesting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Nature Conservation 

To inspire communities about the 

valley’s wildlife, a series of guided 

wildlife walks were organised 

throughout 2019. The walks, 

coupled with volunteer days 

 

INCC volunteer Dr Lizzie Wilberforce 

monitoring Pied Flycatcher nest boxes 

at Cwm Pedol.  

 

Volunteers from the community have 

been able to create 20 Kestrel nest 

boxes to be placed in suitable habitat 

around the Amman Valley. 
 

 

Female Kestrel hunting over rough 

grassland habitat in search of its prey. 
 

Photo: Vaughn Matthews 
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making woodland bird nest boxes 

provided a stepping stone for 

people of all ages to explore the 

valley’s wildlife take a greater 

interest in its conservation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The activities have enabled local 

people to not only learn more about 

wildlife, but to also do more in 

terms of direct nature conservation.  

Many participants have undertaken 

training days and ecological surveys 

as well as written to their local 

Assembly Member to urge more 

conservation action for local 

wildlife.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Funding from the Awards for All 

Community Fund in 2019 has 

contributed toward the ongoing 

development of community nature 

conservation action. Working in 

partnership with Cwmaman Town 

Council, the fund has helped install 

a community polytunnel dedicated 

to growing wildflowers.  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community members on a wildlife 

walk in the Amman Valley watching 

Pied Flycatchers making use of the 

nest boxes that they and many other 

volunteers had made several weeks 

previous. 

 

Community volunteers making the 

final adjustments to the polytunnel.  

 

Community members on a Marsh 

Fritillary survey in the Amman Valley. 
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Advocacy  

INCC believes that direct 

involvement with wildlife and 

nature conservation is essential in 

creating a society that intrinsically 

values the natural world. Learning 

about wildlife and nature 

conservation at the local, national 

and global level helps place 

communities at the heart of nature 

conservation action.  

 

Promoting wildlife and nature 

conservation is an essential theme 

throughout INCC's work. As well as 

advocating for wildlife through 

campaigns and species conservation 

projects, INCC also undertakes 

targeted advocacy and community 

engagement projects at the national 

and local level. 

 

Outreach & Community Education 

Over the past 12 months INCC has: 

 Undertaken 8 Guided Wildlife 

Walks. 

 Delivered 7 Educational Talks. 

 Worked with 62 Community 

Volunteers. 

  Worked with 12 landowners. 

 Delivered 5 school / children’s 

group conservation activities. 

 Delivered 26 Volunteer 

conservation events. 

 Delivered 2 ecological training 

days. 

 Written 4 articles. 

 Written 3 Press Releases. 

 

Natur Cymru 

Since the cessation of the much 

appreciated journal Natur Cymru, 

nature conservationists in Wales 

have been without a cohesive voice 

or a means of sharing conservation 

news, ideas and success stories with 

each other or the wider community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Natur Cymru was an essential read for 

all nature conservationists in Wales.  
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As a result of its absence, the nature 

conservation sector in Wales has 

become less able to engage with 

different groups about the threats 

facing wildlife and the positive 

actions we need to take as a society 

to help reverse the declines.  

 

The all-Wales publication originally 

ran from 2001 – 2017 and helped 

celebrate nature in Wales. Each 

edition consisted of a number of 

articles written by conservationists 

on topics such as species, habitat 

management, protected sites and 

conservation projects on land and in 

the marine environment. Natur 

Cymru was managed by a small 

dedicated team of staff up until 2017 

when NRW withdrew funding that 

had been put in place by the Welsh 

Government and Countryside 

Council for Wales many years 

previously. 

 

An all-Wales nature conservation 

publication has always been a key 

element of INCC’s strategic plan. In 

the summer of 2019, INCC 

approached the directors of Natur 

Cymru Ltd for advice on setting up 

a publication. Out of the initial 

discussions came a growing desire 

for INCC to re-establish the Natur 

Cymru publication.  

 

In December 2019, it was agreed by 

both parties that INCC would be the 

new home of Natur Cymru.  

With the new publication, due out 

in Autumn 2020, INCC aims to 

provide a shared platform of 

leading experts, amateur naturalists 

and aspiring conservationists from 

across Wales to help bring about a 

more inclusive sector, and one that 

is able to provide effective solutions 

and inspire the necessary actions.  

 

As well as traditional articles on 

wildlife, projects and habitats in 

“Natur Cymru is an invaluable 

resource for anyone interested in 

wildlife and nature conservation 

in Wales. Knowing that the 

journal will be safeguarded by 

INCC fills me with hope. I look 

forward to reading future 

editions.” 

Iolo Williams 

Honorary President INCC   
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Wales, the new publication will also 

be a platform for opinion and 

debate about nature conservation 

issues as well as provide readers 

with an insight into political 

attitudes and decisions regarding 

biodiversity.  

The publication will also explore 

how nature conservation is viewed 

and delivered in other parts of the 

world so that we can learn from 

different approaches and adopt new 

ways to help wildlife in Wales. 

 

Social Media 

In addition to direct engagement 

with supporters, landowners and 

the wider community, INCC has a 

growing profile on its social media 

platforms. 

 

Twitter (2019) 

 42 tweets 

 2562 engagements 

 180 new followers 

 373 current followers 

 

Facebook (Since August 2019) 

 30 posts 

 2500 engagements  

 202 new followers 

 

“Great News, Natur Cymru is 

desperately needed to bring 

together nature conservationists 

in Wales. Well done” 
 

Bruce Langridge  

Via Twitter  

“@NaturCymru is back!!! Great 

news – look forward to this 

important Welsh publication 

being back on my desk soon. 

Now get writing everyone – 

Welsh wildlife has a publication 

again”. 
 

Gareth Farr  

Via Twitter  

“This is fantastic news – 

congratulations and thanks to 

those who made it happen ” 
 

Dr Rob Thomas  

Via Twitter  
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Partnerships 

The collaboration between INCC 

and Natur Cymru Ltd is just one 

example of the importance of 

working in partnership with 

different organisations to achieve 

better results for nature 

conservation.  

 

Key to INCC’s success over the past 

12 months has been the support and 

collaboration with a number of 

different organisations, groups and 

landowners. 

 

Cwmaman Town Council (CTC) 

CTC, which is at the heart of the 

Amman Valley have been important 

partners with INCC on a number of 

conservation and engagement 

projects. The Town Council have 

encouraged Officers to give their 

time to support and develop nature 

conservation projects in the area as 

well as help organise community 

engagement initiatives. 

 

By working closely with INCC, CTC 

are now managing part of the 

Golwg yr Amman Park as a damp 

meadow as well as undertaking 

pollinator friendly planting 

throughout much of their estate.  

 

In addition to adopting wildlife 

friendly practices and supporting 

INCC through species and habitat 

projects, CTC have encouraged 

INCC to make use of its facilities, 

tools and equipment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

National Botanic Garden of Wales 

(NBGW) 

It is hard to imagine a better place 

for INCC’s Office than the NBGW. 

Being based at the Science Centre 

means that you are never far away 

from a dedicated nature 

conservationist, botanists or expert 

science communicator.   

 

Community wildflower walk through 

Golwg y Amman Park, Amman 

Valley. 
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The close working partnership 

working has enabled INCC to 

benefit a great deal from their 

expertise in a number of areas 

including for growing Devil’s-bit 

Scabious (Succisa pratenisis) for the 

Marsh Fritillary population 

reinforcement project and growing 

orchids for grassland restorations in 

the Amman Valley. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finances  

The results of the current financial 

year reporting period (2019/2020) 

exceeded Trustees expectations.  

 

Total income for the year was 

£48,574 of which £9,905 was 

unrestricted and £38,669 was 

restricted grants and donations. 

This was offset by expenditure 

amounting to £22,662, of which 

£17,167 was grant spending and 

project expenditure. 

 

At the end of the reporting period 

(2019/2020) INCC had cash assets 

totalling £26,662 of which £21,902 

comprises restricted funds and 

grants, £4,760 unrestricted funds, of 

which £1,522 is designated 

Reserves. 

 

 

Thank you  

All that INCC has achieved over the 

past 12 months has been because of 

the generous support of our 

funders, volunteers and members.  

 

Thank you.  

 

 

 

Common Spotted Orchid (Dactylorhiza 

fuchsii) seeds germinating in a petri 

dish with the help of its symbiotic 

fungus. Once mature enough, the 

plants can be grown on in the INCC 

community polytunnel before 

eventually being planted in restored 

grasslands in the Amman Valley. 

Fungus block 

Germinating seeds 
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